


We asked our children to pick a book for us to focus on as our interest…and they 
picked “We’re going on a Bear Hunt”. The Gruffalo was a close second so this will be 
our next book if this is still the children's  choice. 
 
We have a age range of 2 year olds to 5 year olds in our Daycare to ensure we were 
including all our children,we split the ages in to two group and completed mind 
maps to gather ideas. 



. 

We created a 
bear hunt in our 
room.  

The children really enjoyed this, lots of 
laughter and smiles. They asked to do it 
again, and again…so we did. 



We created an interest table  to include textures, word, props 
and natural resources to  encourage them to  recreate the story. 

Our friends in Out Of 
School care helped us 
to make the bear cave 

RAAARRR 



We wanted to extend our story further so we went outside. 

We’re going to 
catch a big one 

SWISHY, SWASHY 

SPLASH, SPLOSH SQUELCH,SQUERCH 



STUMBLE TRIP! HOOO.WOOO! 

TIPTOE! TIPTOE! TIPTOE! WE FOUND ELIZABEAR 





SHANARRI EVIDENCE 

SAFE Internet safety when searching for Bear facts 
Risk assess outing  for outdoor story 

HEALTHY Being outdoors for the story 
Physical activities recreating the story 

ACTIVE Exploring outdoors, grass, trees, mud etc 
Dancing and moving to music  making sounds to the story 

NURTURED Sharing experiences, as a group taking part in the bear hunt. 
A sense  of belonging, being included and comments listened too 

ACHIEVING Learning new things 
Making things, bear cave, masking, feely trays, play dough bears 

RESPONSIBLE Recognising rules when outside, we stay together 
Helping with chores, tidy up after our play 

RESPECTED Paying attention and listening to each other when we talk. 
Taking on opinions and ideas given through mind maps 

INCLUDED Being part of a group and socialisng with one another 
Influencing decision, like the book we chose for example 
 



COMMUNICATION.  
This interest offered many communication opportunities:- 
 
Reading of the story. Mind maps. Sounds of words. Using the internet. Musical 
instruments.  Children's comments.  Writing new words.  Discussing bears. Talking about 
different textures through sensory play.  Using puppets in role play to communicate.  
Counting together. Wall display for parents showing children's  pictures and comments. 
Learning about rhymes. Heuristic play to encourages questions about objects. Drawing 
and painting.. 

Curiosity , inquiry and creativity 
Experiencing different materials and textures. Expressing 
thoughts through drawings and paintings, exploring outdoors. 
Role play with puppets. Experimenting with sounds. Heuristic 
play. Opportunity  to ask questions about weather, bears, 
objects, sounds etc. 


